
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of manager, key accounts. To join our growing team, please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for manager, key accounts

Identify and follow-up on new customer investment opportunities
Prepare and negotiate annual contracts for assigned key accounts
Share best practices within the assigned key accounts globally and within
endmarket component teams
Maintain customer profiles for assigned key accounts and ensure that they
are complete and up-to-date
Regular customer visits to the assigned key accounts according to customer-
facing MOS, including regular communications with sales assigned to sold
to’s where growth is located
Regular internal account reviews according to internal MOS in order to ensure
that business targets (sales and margins) of the assigned accounts are met
Lead and work on additional initiatives outside of the assigned accounts
including driving new products (be on at least one ACE team), capacity
Lead program and project teams in the planning, development,
implementation, and evaluation of growth and education programs focused
on providers and patients at assigned managed vision care (MVC) accounts
Develop and evaluate monthly reporting for assigned accounts to identify
growth opportunities and challenges to be addressed with sales operations,
marketing, and regional/district sales teams
Work closely with the Sr National Account Manager to identify new program
opportunities with accounts in alignment with overall account strategy

Qualifications for manager, key accounts

Example of Manager, Key Accounts Job Description
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Must be computer literate, Excel
Knowledge of various regulatory and other departments which can impact
public market
Expertise in managing complex matrix of internal and external stakeholders
A selling process that focuses on creating a positive user experience with
existing products, driving new product sales to all parts of the customer’s
organization
Skill and desire to maximize usage and value with CRM


